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Featured Application: As many new mobile device applications are leveraging blockchain tech-
nologies, Web3 wallets were created as a tool to store, manage, stack, and perform cryptocurrency-
related transactions. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate what these new nontraditional appli-
cations store in their mobile apps and what can be recovered through cyberforensic procedures,
which can help the cyberforensics community, tool developers, and law enforcement.

Abstract: Constant advancements in technology have a significant impact on our everyday lives
and the ecosystem in which we live. The growing popularity of cryptocurrencies (e.g., Bitcoin and
Ethereum), along with Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), which are founded on blockchain technology,
has opened the way for these blockchain projects to be integrated into a wide range of other kinds
of applications (apps). Today, cryptocurrencies are used as a popular method of payment online;
however, their popularity on the dark Web is also increasing. For example, they can be used to buy
and perform various illegal activities among criminals due to their anonymity. Web3 cryptocurrency
wallets, used to store cryptocurrencies, have not been studied as thoroughly as many other apps
from a digital forensic perspective on mobile devices, given the increasing number of these services
and apps today for many platforms, including the leading mobile operating systems (i.e., iOS and
Android). Therefore, the purpose of this research is to guide investigators to unlock the full potential
of popular cryptocurrency Web3 wallets, Trust Wallet and Metamask, to understand what can
be recovered, and to look at areas where there are knowledge gaps. We digitally analyzed and
forensically examined two mobile wallets that do not require any personal identifiers to register
and are widely used for Web3 cryptocurrencies on Android and iOS devices. We review the digital
evidence we have collected and discuss the implications of the forensic tools we have used. Finally,
we propose a proof of concept extension to the iOS Logs, Events, And Plists Parser (iLEAPP) tool to
automatically recover artifacts.

Keywords: blockchain; cyber forensic; crypto wallet; data privacy; data security; digital forensic; digital
wallets; mobile forensic; Open Source Intelligence (OSINT); Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs); Web3

1. Introduction

The advancement of technology has a significant influence not only on our daily
lives, but also on the world around us. The increasing acceptance of blockchain-based
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum and the Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) that
accompany them has opened the way for the technology to be put into use in cases that
were previously unimaginable. The third generation of the World Wide Web, known as
Web3, includes features such as decentralized blockchain technology and token-based
economics [1]. According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [2],
most cryptocurrencies are built on the blockchain, which marks a paradigm shift in digital
interactions and acts as the backbone of technology. Furthermore, in contrast to fiat
currencies, the blockchain is a decentralized and tamper-resistant ledger that guarantees
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the accuracy of the information it stores [2,3], that is not controlled by the authority of
monetary policymaking [3,4]. In [3], the United States Department of Justice created an
illustration (see Figure 1) that highlights and gives a general anatomy for the transaction
carried out with cryptocurrencies.

Figure 1. Figure of anatomy of cryptocurrency transactions taken from [3].

Furthermore, according to the 2021 Crypto Crime Report published by Chainalysis [5],
the total volume of transactions on the cryptocurrency market has increased more than ever
and reached approximately $15.5 trillion in 2021, with an increase of almost 560% in 2020.
On the other hand, the Crypto Crime Report [5] also highlighted that the total amount
of illicit cryptocurrency-related criminal activity reached a new high of approximately
$14 billion in 2021 [6]. Tracking and invisibility in the digital world have become more
difficult due to innovative methods combined with the use of cryptocurrency. According
to [7], cryptocurrency has made it easy to carry out illicit and criminal activities (e.g.,
laundering large amounts of money) while remaining completely anonymous. Furthermore,
cryptocurrencies are a well-established means of payment on the dark Web and can be
used to trade illegal goods [8,9].

According to [10], as of April 2022, more than 82.8 million Blockchain.com wallet
users are being used to hold and handle different cryptocurrencies around the world.
Figure 2 shows the dramatic increase in the number of wallets between 2012 and 2022.
Furthermore, the Blockchain.com (accessed on 21 May 2022) wallet has averaged around
266,000 transactions per day during the past year [10]. On the other hand, the Web3
latest-generation wallets have recently been introduced to the market. Two of the most
well-known wallets based on Web3 technologies are Metamask, which recently reached
30 million users in 2022 [11,12], and Trust Wallet, which is also used by more than 25 million
users around the world [13].

Blockchain.com
Blockchain.com
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Figure 2. Blockchain.com chart of the number of unique wallets created over the years [14].

Digital personal identifiers (e.g., Personally Identifiable Information (PII)) of people
are becoming increasingly important, as they are utilized by many technologies with which
users interact digitally or physically [15]. Therefore, it is also more than ever important to
ensure that these identities are secure and well encrypted. In cryptocurrency, there are two
essential digital personal identifiers, public and private keys, which can be stored in many
forms, such as digitally and on paper [3]. Cryptocurrency wallets can digitally store these
and also allow users to move their funds across blockchains and track the value of their
cryptocurrencies. Furthermore, the introduction of cryptocurrency wallet apps adds to the
complexity of the existing challenges of new artifacts found in systems and applications
(apps) that change rapidly with each new update [16,17].

Cryptocurrency wallets offer their users an environment that allows them to access
and transact on blockchain networks. However, cryptocurrency wallet apps have not been
studied as thoroughly as many other apps from a digital forensic perspective that also
covers privacy and security concerns. This is particularly critical given the increasing
number of these services and apps today for many platforms, including the leading mobile
operating systems (i.e., iOS and Android). Furthermore, a lack of understanding of these
technologies and their features could have contributed to the potential lack of research
on them. Furthermore, any information that leads investigators to data that identify the
person operating the wallet could be considered personally identifiable information, which
is a significant issue that affects the outcome of many investigations.

The need to expand the existing body of knowledge in the area of mobile forensics
when it comes to Web3 cryptocurrency wallets is emphasized extensively throughout our
work. At the time of this research, no research was available that included the wallets
investigated. Therefore, to help forensic investigators and contribute to the body of knowl-
edge, the purpose of this research is to guide investigators to unlock the full potential of
cryptocurrency wallets, understand what can be recovered, and look at areas where there
are knowledge gaps. Therefore, in this paper, we use a wide variety of techniques that
have all played roles in the development of mobile application forensics as it exists today.
In addition, to ensure the reproducibility of the digital evidence that was collected, we
conducted, validated, and verified the data utilizing two well-known tools. In this study,
the use of Magnet Axiom [18] is an example of an industry standard commercial tool that
many practitioners use, compared to Autopsy [19], which is a well-known open-source
forensic tool.

The contributions of this research are as follows:

• Digitally analyzed and forensically examined two mobile wallets, Trust Wallet [13]
and Metamask [11], which are widely used for Web3 cryptocurrencies on Android
and iOS devices.

Blockchain.com
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• Investigated the possibility that those two wallets kept unencrypted data that might
have posed a security risk to the user’s privacy.

• Highlighted Personal Identifiable Information (PII) that can be used as evidence.
• Recovered and reconstructed wallets and transactions, as well as NFTs that are owned

by the wallet owner.
• Reviewed the digital evidence that has been collected and discussed the implications

of the forensic tools that were used.
• Developed an artifact extension for the iOS Logs, Events, And Plists Parser

(iLEAPP) [20] tool to automatically recover information about wallet addresses and
transactions as a proof of concept.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the literature
review and other related work that has been conducted. Section 3 explains our research
methodology and our experiment design. Detailed findings can be found in Section 4, while
Section 5 provides an overview of the tool that we created as a proof of concept and as an
outcome of this research. A more in-depth assessment of the analysis and the developed plugin
and its significance can be found in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes our research and
gives future research directions. Note that Table 1 lists all the abbreviations used in the article.

Table 1. Abbreviations used in the manuscript.

Abbreviation Name

ADB Android Debug Bridge
ALEAPP Android Logs, Events, And Plists Parser
API Application Programming Interface
BNB Binance Coin
CAKE Pancake Swap Coin
ETH Ethereum Coin
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
HSTS HTTP Strict Transport Security
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
iLEAPP iOS Logs, Events, And Plists Parser
INTERPOL International Criminal Police Organization
NFTs Non-Fungible Tokens
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
OS Operating System
OSINT Open-Source Intelligence
P2P Peer-To-Peer
PII Personal Identifiable Information
plist Property List
QR Quick Response
RAM Random Access Memory
IoT Internet of Things
URL Uniform Resource Locator
UTC Coordinated Universal Time

2. Literature Review

The following section provides an overview of previous studies that have laid the
foundation for the current study and forensic investigation. It also addresses the limitations
of prior research and explains how we overcome those problems in our own study.

2.1. Blockchain, Cryptocurrency, and NFTs

There has been great attention from academic and industrial specialists since
blockchain technology was initially launched in 2008 after the global financial crisis [21].
Blockchain is the fundamental technology utilized in the production of a variety of cryp-
tocurrencies due to the decentralized nature of the ledger it produces. In [22], Satoshi
Nakamoto, the pseudonymous author(s) of the Bitcoin white paper, proposed that people
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can use blockchain technology to instantly send money to each other (that is, peer-to-peer)
without the need for a mediator (i.e., trusted authorities) or the customary fees associated
with online financial transactions [23,24]. As a result, according to statistics [25], Bitcoin is
the leading cryptocurrency to date that disrupted the normal financial system and does not
require trusted authorities to maintain [4,21,24,26].

Furthermore, according to [24], the introduction of blockchain 2.0 allowed Ethereum
and other cryptocurrencies to play a role in the game with the launch of smart contract
functionality. Therefore, law enforcement organizations around the world, including IN-
TERPOL, began to focus on blockchain technology as it has been associated with a wide
variety of illicit activities, such as drug trafficking, child exploitation, money laundering,
and terrorist attacks [9]. For these reasons, and as a direct consequence of the activi-
ties outlined above, there has been an increase and expansion of studies, research, and
investigations on how criminals utilize cryptocurrencies [9].

Therefore, according to the author of [9], in recent years, many organizations have
been diligently working to develop forensic tools and methodologies for the investigation
of various cryptocurrencies. For example, researchers in [27] proposed a methodology
that was developed to help preserve and seize various types of crypto wallets found at a
crime scene. In addition, researchers in [28] discuss the current state of knowledge centered
on blockchain technologies and cryptocurrencies, specifically bitcoin, and how the use of
anonymity in these technologies and transactions affects law enforcement in investigating
crimes and criminal activities.

Despite the fact that cryptocurrency privacy has improved, criminals always try to
make it harder for law enforcement investigators to track their transactions. Detecting
malicious behavior on blockchain ledgers is difficult even if the data are, by design, open to
the public [29]. According to [9], criminals often employ crypto-mixing/tumbler services
and decentralized P2P exchange platforms to clean their dirty coins, adding an additional
layer of protection to criminals and an additional layer of difficulty to investigators.

2.2. Privacy and Security of Wallets

Since blockchain technology was first introduced in 2008, CIA (i.e., Confidentiality,
Integrity, and Availability) and security have been the focus of academic and industry
professionals. Although many of the blockchain standards meet the CIA, there are many
variables that need to be taken into consideration when building a Web3 platform. Re-
searchers in [30] investigated the privacy and security of mobile wallets for Bitcoin, Dash,
Monero, and Zcash. The authors conducted an examination to see whether the cryptocur-
rency transactions of the users of the investigated wallets are hidden from third parties.
By examining the features of the wallets, researchers were able to determine how much
personal data the creators of popular mobile wallets have access to [30]. As a result, they re-
ported that if an adversary has sufficient resources, they can properly identify transactions
that are produced by a single device. The authors in [31], have looked at the Electrum wallet
v3.0.2 from a security point of view and found that there were major security vulnerabilities,
allowing someone with malicious intent to potentially gain access to the wallet and steal
the bitcoins stored there.

As mentioned in Section 1, blockchain transactions have increased rapidly over time.
Since the blockchain is a public ledger, anyone can verify and view transactions that
occurred in the past. The exponential visibility of these transactions allows people to
create their own programs to create cryptocurrency intelligence, blockchain analytics, and
automation with the help of public APIs. For example, the tool developed in [32] has
helped identify cold wallets on the blockchain. In addition, there have been many attempts
to create programs and interactive visualizations that can help find connections between
wallets. Researchers in [33] proposed the use of graph theory to track cryptocurrency
transactions, while researchers in [34,35], designed and developed new technical tools that
allow interactive visualizations.
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2.3. Forensically Relevant Artifacts

Forensic investigations of cryptocurrency wallets’ objectives consist of discovering evi-
dence of cryptocurrency activity, such as transaction logs and addresses used to send funds.
Researchers in [36] studied data pertaining to RAM to check for traces of cryptocurrency
wallets from Windows OS. The data retrieved in this study demonstrate that the memory
processes of the wallets of popular bitcoin clients (i.e., Bitcoin Core and Electrum) may
serve as a good source of information. Similarly, the researchers in [37,38] looked at what
cryptocurrency relevant artifacts can be recovered from the RAM and hard disk image of
the Windows OS.

Moreover, researchers in [39] investigated the cryptocurrency wallets of Monero and
Verge coins that were installed on the Linux operating system. They were able to extract
critical information from the RAM analysis, as well as the image of the drive that was
acquired in the study. Furthermore, the researchers in [39] examined multiple sources of
evidence that can be recovered from a virtual machine running Ubuntu OS. They analyzed
the computer’s volatile memory, network traffic, and hard-disk images of the computer,
where they found many forensic artifacts. Furthermore, Litecoin and Dark currencies have
been investigated in iOS and Android forensic research [40]. The authors were able to
recover information such as metadata, installation data, timestamps, and usage traces.
Furthermore, when it comes to mobile devices, the authors of [41] detail how to extract
forensic information from the Bitcoin and Dogecoin wallets on the Android smartphone.
They were able to retrieve information such as wallet identifiers, transaction identifiers,
timestamps, emails, cookies, and OAuth tokens.

In the last few years, researchers have devoted a substantial amount of time and ef-
fort to advance the investigation of digital crimes. As a result, a significant number of
researchers intend to assist law enforcement agencies when it comes to computer foren-
sics [42–44], digital forensics [45,46], mobile forensics [47–49], cyber forensics [50–52], IoT
forensics [53,54], and drone forensics [55,56]. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, no research has been conducted on selected cryptocurrency Web3 wallet apps
on iOS and Android operating systems in the academic literature on mobile and cyber
forensics. A few researchers have conducted forensic investigations on Bitcoin wallets,
such as [37,38,40,57]; however, they are limited to outdated applications that are no longer
used or are used in old versions of the OS. Furthermore, according to the findings of
the researchers in [58], digital forensics is still relatively new for blockchain technologies.
Table 2 provides a brief summary of the shortcomings identified in previous related studies.
Therefore, with the dramatic increase in the use of Web3 wallets to store and manage
cryptocurrencies and NFTs, there is a need to investigate what can be recovered and from
where. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to contribute to filling the knowledge gap for
Web3 wallets that can store cryptocurrencies and NFTs on iOS and Android devices.

Table 2. A summary of some shortcomings in related works.

Article Objective(s) Methods and Techniques Shortcomings

Volety et al. [31]; Cracking Bitcoin
wallets: I want what you have in
the wallets

In this study, Multibit HD and
Electrum, two Bitcoin Windows
OS wallets, were studied for
feasible vulnerabilities that can
affect the users of these wallets.

In the paper, the authors focused
on using vulnerabilities that
enables a password exploit using
offline brute force attempts, which
can be used to steal
cryptocurrency from the wallets
investigated.

The focus of the investigation is
more on the security side than on
forensics.

Montanez [40]; Investigation of
cryptocurrency wallets on iOS
and Android mobile devices for
potential forensic artifacts

This study’s objective was to
investigate the most widely used
mobile wallet applications for
Bitcoin, Litecoin, and Darkcoin
cryptocurrencies to determine
whether or not any forensic traces
were left behind by these apps.

The author used iFunBOX for iOS,
ADB for Android, and Cellebrite
UFED physical Analyzer, which is
a widely utilized commercial
forensic software, the author was
successful in recovering data such
as metadata, installation data,
timestamps.

Although the author was able to
recover information, the author
failed to extract information from
the logical extractions of the
Android Device (i.e., Samsung
Galaxy S4), therefore, the study
used an emulator to be able to
recover information for Android.
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Table 2. Cont.

Article Objective(s) Methods and Techniques Shortcomings

Koerhuis et al. [39]; Forensic
analysis of privacy-oriented
cryptocurrencies

A forensic investigation of
cryptocurrency wallets for
Monero and Verge coins on an
Ubuntu 16.04 LTS virtual
machine.

This paper looked at a wide range
of potential evidence that can be
recovered from the computer’s
volatile memory, network activity
and hard drives images.

The focus of the investigation
concentrated on Ubuntu OS, more
investigations are needed of
similar kind on other popular
platforms.

Van Der Horst et al. [36]; Process
Memory Investigation of the
Bitcoin Clients Electrum and
Bitcoin Core

This article examined volatile
memory of two popular Bitcoin
clients (i.e., Bitcoin Core and
Electrum) running in a virtual
Windows machines, to better
understand how important and
where data may be kept (e.g.,
keys, transaction data, and
passphrases).

The paper focused on extracting
information and reporting it
successfully by taking both RAM
and device disk acquisitions.

Although the researchers were
able to find that memory and disk
images were valuable source of
evidence, more research in
needed for other platforms.

Doran [37]; A Forensic Look at
Bitcoin Cryptocurrency

This research aimed at how to
create a strong argument
involving Bitcoin artifacts that are
recovered and have Bitcoin
wallets software installed. In
addition, the author looked into
how to recover evidence of
Bitcoin mining.

The research concentrated on
properly extracting and reporting
information from RAM and hard
disk.

The focus of the investigation
concentrated on Windows OS
Bitcoin wallets.

Jones [38]; Examining the forensic
artifacts produced by use of
bitcoin currency

The author in this paper studied a
web version of the blockchain.con
and the Bitcoin software wallet
MultiBit v0.5.17 looking for
recovered information in both
RAM and hard disk images.

This research examined
forensically two kinds of web
based wallets and the MultiBit
Bitcoin wallet running on
windows OS and focused on
extracting information and
reporting it successfully by taking
both RAM and device disk
acquisitions.

Windows 7 OS was the only
primary topic of investigation in
this study.

Chang et al. [41]; Forensic
Artefact Discovery and
Attribution from Android
Cryptocurrency Wallet
Applications

This research focused on finding
relative forensic artifacts about
transactions involving bitcoin and
dogecoin.

The research focused on the
transaction hash IDs to find
information about the
cryptocurrency transfer using
Ciphertrace. In addition to that,
the authors back up the findings
with the digital artifacts found in
emails, cookies, and OAuth
tokens.

This paper focuses on the
individual currencies and
transactions related to them on
Android OS only.

3. Methodology

The following subsections details the methodology used in this paper. Figure 3
illustrates the steps followed in this study and provides an overview of the technique we
used in our investigation, including all the procedures and components used.

Moreover, below is a brief explanation of what has been done in each step:

• Experiment Design: Discusses the guidelines followed for research and the popula-
tion of devices.

• Data Population: This step is vital because it forms and tones the basis for the rest of
the research. Therefore, the population of the two devices was carried out following
well-known standards and was well documented. In addition, we tried to cover as
many functions of the applications as possible.

• Data Acquisition: Along with the unique artifacts of the Android and iOS operating
systems, we made sure that we could collect user data using proper tools.

• Mobile Forensic Examination: Evaluated what could be recovered.
• Analysis: Including our developed tool, different techniques, and Open Source Intelli-

gence (OSINT).

blockchain.con
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Figure 3. The research methodology.

3.1. Experiment Design

This research followed well-known guidelines in the digital forensics community that
many researchers are following due to the clear instructions. For the case studies (scenarios)
in this investigation, we populated the devices following the special publication 800-202 [59]
published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Furthermore, best
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practices were used to obtain and analyze digital forensic images of related devices, which were
then used in the subsequent analysis. Therefore, the study follows a well-defined digital forensic
procedure for various devices provided by NIST, more specifically, the research follows the
four primary steps of the NIST Special Publication 800-101 of the guidelines on mobile device
forensics [60], as indicated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. NIST high-level guidelines on mobile device forensics in [60].

3.1.1. Devices Used

In this study, we selected two smartphones as test devices: (i) an iPhone 6s with iOS 14.1,
and (ii) a Samsung SM-M205M running Android 10.0. Research required the creation of a new
Google Gmail account [61], which we used to set up new iCloud [62] and Google Play [63]
accounts for use on mobile devices. The devices used in the study and their specifications are
highlighted in Table 3. Furthermore, the version of the apps used for this study was Metamask
version 5.1.1 and Trust Wallet version 7.6 for the iPhone device, and on the Android device, they
were Metamask version 5.0.1 and Trust Wallet version 5.37.

Table 3. Full specifications of the devices used in the study.

Device Name Model/Version Device ID

Samsung M20 Model: SM-M205M | OS Android 10 SN: R28M42P586F
iPhone 6s Model: A1688 | iOS 14.1 MEID: 35542607266045

In this research, it was necessary to use the rooting method, which gives us full access
to the user data partition and the device file system, where the most important forensic
evidence is kept. Furthermore, it enables the extraction of more data that are useful at
later stages of the investigation. To prepare the Android device for research, we had to
do the following.

• Install TWRP [64];
• Flash Magisk [65] using TWRP;
• Phone will give Verification Failed error;
• Go back to TWRP and format the data.

However, preparing the iPhone device was a bit different since we had jailbroken the
iPhone after finishing the data population steps. More details on jailbreak/rooting are
discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, and Figure 5 illustrates the order in which the rooting
and jailbreak procedures were performed.
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Figure 5. High level procedures order for rooting and jailbrarking the devices.

3.1.2. Machines Used for Investigations

In this investigation, two forensic workstations were used throughout the stages of the
forensic investigation (see Table 4 for a complete description of the tools used in all phases).
The first Forensics Workstation was running Windows 10 Pro Version 21H2 with an Intel
Core (TM) i9-10900K CPU @3.70 GHz and the Workstation had 32.0 GB RAM installed. The
second Forensics Workstation was running Windows 10 Education Version 21H2 with an
AMD Ryzen 9 3900X 12-Core Processor 4.00 GHz and 32.0 GB RAM. Both machines were
equipped with the same list of tools, except for the checkra1n program that was used to
jailbreak the iPhone used in the study, where a MacBook Pro laptop was used to jailbreak,
as the Windows operating system was not compatible with the tool.

Additionally, the programs and tools utilized in this study were carefully chosen
to maintain integrity. Table 4 lists all the tools selected to carry out our digital forensic
investigation. The list of tools includes forensic acquisition, forensic analysis, entropy
measurement, jailbreak, and rooting tools. This study selected these tools because they are
accessible to researchers and specifically designed for the investigation of mobile devices.

Table 4. Tools and applications used.

Software Name Version Usage Availability

Autopsy 4.19.3 Examination and Analysis Open-source

Magnet Acquire v2.51.0.29844 Acquisition Freeware

Magnet AXIOM Process 6.1.0.31400 Processing Proprietary

Magnet AXIOM Examine 6.1.0.31400 Examination and Analysis Proprietary

Odin3 v3.14.1 Rooting the Android phone Freeware

TWRP v3.6.1 Custom Recovery Image open-source

Magisk v25.2 Software for customizing Android Open-source

checkra1n Program 0.12.3 Beta Jailbreaking the iPhone in case 1 Freeware

iLEAPP 1.17 9 We developed our Plugin for this Tool Open-source

ExifTool v12.44 Reading meta-information Open-source

Available online:
https://codebeautify.org

(accessed on 2 October 2022)
Online v6.4 Code Formatter Online

Realm Studio v12.0.0 Reading and Opening Realm Databases Open-source

3.2. Data Population

The data population is explained in more detail in the following Figure 6. Scenario
1 involved the use of the Trust Wallet app on both phones, and Scenario 2 involved
the Metamask app on both phones. We ensure that this step is well documented to al-
low the recovery of actions performed and information entered on the devices for later
stages of analysis and examination. Although these are made-up scenarios and not real
criminal investigations, we carried out actions that criminals would do. After populat-

https://codebeautify.org
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ing Scenarios 1 and 2, we deleted both apps from the phones in Scenario 3 to see what
could be recovered.

Figure 6. Scenarios 1 and 2 for both apps on the two phones.
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3.3. Preservation

The initial step in the NIST procedure is the preservation phase, which includes subpro-
cesses that include search, identification, and evidence collection [60]. Therefore, the evidence
must be retained in its original condition throughout the preservation phase, as failure to do
so may result in the destruction or alteration of a component of the total evidence.

In order to obtain the most from the device and app data in the data collection process,
for Android, Samsung’s Odin3 (v3.04) firmware flashing software was used to flash a
rooted patch on the operating system. On the iPhone, we had to perform jailbreaking using
the Checkra1n (0.12.3 Beta) tool.

Throughout the paper, we use the epoch timestamp that shows the amount of time that
elapsed (in seconds) since 1 January 1970 [66]. This is important because we can compare it
with other sources, such as the public ledger. Although timestamps for HTTPS requests
do not match the cache file creation time, there might be a ±3 s difference between the
two. Therefore, we used the epoch time in the HTTPS request URL to compare it with the
publicly available blockchain transaction history.

3.4. Acquisition

After the population and preservation stages were complete, we toggled the two smart-
phone’s mode switch to “Airplane" and then used the Magnet Axiom Process (v 6.1.0.31400)
tool to image the devices using full acquisition forensic techniques. The aim of obtaining
full forensic image acquisition is to recover all the data that can be recovered from both
devices. In specific situations, the Android and iOS operating systems generate their own
unique artifacts, and the full physical acquisition method ensures that we retrieve both the
system and the app data. Therefore, each and every piece of data that an application keeps
locally on a device for the benefit of its end users should be included in the full forensic
image acquisition along with the system data.

In this study, it was necessary to take more than one image for each device. To establish
a baseline before the deletion of the apps and after the deletion, we took into account the
two images for each phone to enable us to conduct the initial analysis and compare it with
the images after the deletion of the apps. As a result, two images were taken from each
device. The first was taken after the initial population, while the second acquisitions were
taken after deleting the applications from both devices. Table 5 provides descriptions of all
mobile forensic images taken in the study.

Table 5. Detailed acquisition process.

Device Acquisition Tool Description

iPhone Magnet Acquire iOSImage 1: After Scenarios 1 and 2
Samsung Magnet Acquire AndroidImage 1: After Scenarios 1 and 2
iPhone Magnet Acquire iOSImage 2: After Scenario 3
Samsung Magnet Acquire AndroidImage 2: After Scenario 3

4. Analysis and Findings

The analysis performed on the two apps on the two phones resulted in a wide range of
forensically valuable artifacts after conducting a full digital forensic assessment of images
from Android and iOS. The Web3 wallet apps for cryptocurrency on iOS and Android
smartphones have the ability to retain a substantial amount of user information. Table 6
provides all the addresses of the wallets created in the study. We provide a complete
summary of the findings of our study in the following Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
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Table 6. Wallet addresses created in the study.

Device/OS App Name Wallet Address

Android
Metamask Wallet1:0x012469cE84E7c64A94368C7D74F0e0D4a0671617

Wallet2:0xFE99dd4568D459e30E439D966C6deb9686F88A5A

Trust Wallet Wallet1:0x98b256497Ab16884cD8a6363A70cbC5Ef7AD917E
Wallet2:0xC261645380F30224e820254736D0acE38311BF08

iOS
Metamask Wallet1:0xe5b54Fe7E3289E9635Abd33361f6E3bfA21cB926

Wallet2:0xd3dd70db097cddc26fad833134548134e7f5a87d

Trust Wallet Wallet1:0x9E2C9A41C9c0661AeDEA9b494b20604a7dF62AD7
Wallet2:0xE689E84497c4560596a5f888a053093DcDAEBd1D

4.1. iPhone Analysis

iOS 14.1 by Apple saves a variety of artifacts associated with apps. These artifacts
can provide insight into how a user interacts with an app. As discussed in [47], it may
be possible to determine how frequently and for how long a user interacts with an app
by looking at information such as the user’s screen time and activity time within the ap-
plication. Furthermore, the iPhone has the ability to take a screenshot of the application
window so that it can display it when the user uses the app switcher functionality (i.e., app
moved to the background). These screenshots are stored as individual photos in the folder
<AppUUID>\Library\SplashBoard\Snapshots\sceneID:<AppPackageName> [47]. For exam-
ple, we found that the Metamask app does not use any empty or blurred image; however, it
uses a screenshot taken from the main screen of the app. Figure 7 shows the screenshot taken
by the app that shows the main page of wallet 1, and we were able to recover this screen-
shot from Library\SplashBoard\Snapshots\sceneID:io.metamask.MetaMask-default\
0F8FD8B0-B5DB-4B36-8381-BB8666CCA1D2@2x.jpeg. Using the timestamp of the screen-
shot, we determine the amount of the first wallet at that time.

Figure 7. Screenshot snip-it that was taken by the iOS.
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Furthermore, another identifier, used as deviceUID, was recovered for both
apps within \private\var\mobile\Library\AggregateDictionary inside a file named
session_bundles.log. Figure 8 shows the name of the app, version number and De-
viceUID CC8DC2B3-C872-4594-8665-AEA27ACBE346 for Trust Wallet and 70AA222F-76E3
-4E0D-A91C-E5A20E13F340 Metamask.

Figure 8. The identifier called DeviceUID for both apps within session_bundles.log file.

4.1.1. Metamask

All Metamask-related files were located in the package \private\var\mobile\
Containers\Data\Application\81498DCE-4B2A-4322-B54B-F24EF002089F, unless other-
wise noted. We were able to recover the addresses of the two created wallet addresses from
multiple locations and, most importantly, within the \Library\ApplicationSupport\355io.
metamask.MetaMask\RCTAsyncLocalStorage_V1\manifest.json file. The deviceUID identi-
fier was also recovered from the \Library\Preferences\io.metamask.MetaMask.357plist
file. In general, the app’s properties and preferences are stored in these properties list
(plist) files.

Additionally, we were able to recover a database with a table named OperatingDates,
which shows the operating dates of the app. For the first forensic image we took, this
table had only two entries, which are the dates of the first population (see Figure 9). The
table OperatingDates is located within the \Library\WebKit\WebsiteData\Resource\
LoadStatistics\observations.db database.

Figure 9. Recovered operating dates of the app within the observations.db database.

Due to the fact that the app mainly uses https requests to receive data, most of the
responses and received data cached were recovered in a database. The database called
Cache.db is located in the \Library\Cachesio.metamask.MetaMask folder. It contains two
very important tables named cfurl_cache_response and cfurl_cache_receiver_data.
Figure 10 shows the contents of table cfurl_cache_response with its columns.

session_bundles.log
observations.db
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Figure 10. Recovered content from the cfurl_cache_response table.

In addition, NFTs are purchased through NFT marketplaces such as Opensea, Rarible,
and AirNFT. In our research, we used AirNFT (Available online: https://www.airnfts.com
(accessed on 25 May 2022) in the scenarios. As a result, we were able to re-
cover two account addresses that were used for the Airnft service and accepted
the use terms stored in a table named ItemTable within the file \Library\
WebKit\WebsiteData\LocalStorage\https_app.airnfts.com_0.localstorage
(see Figure 11). This shows how important it is to investigate the local storage
files that are kept for each service that the user uses in the app.

In the scenario, we purchased an NFT numbered 059 within the collection of
Chonky Cats. We were able to find information (e.g., name, description, external_url,
price, id, baseID, creatorAdress, and ownerAdress) about the NFT inside a file named
5A46EE9D-987E-42E8-A498-B401493E924E within the \Library\Caches\io.metamask.
MetaMask\fsCachedData\ path (see Figure 12 for all recovered information). Further-
more, this file contains other valuable information about the NFT attributes, a complete
history of previous owners, the listing price, and its creator. For example, the country in
which the account of the creator of NFT created the account was discovered within the file.

Furthermore, more information was recovered from the com.apple.WebKit.Networking
layer within the app. The file named HSTS.plist within \Library\Caches\com.apple.
WebKit.Networking\ contains HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS), which is used mainly
to aid in the prevention of attacks on websites, such as those using secure socket layer (SSL)
stripping and man-in-the-middle tactic, by using a policy technique. (see Figure 13). This
file can help determine the network services that were used by the user that created the
storage sessions.

cfurl_cache_response
https://www.airnfts.com
com.apple.WebKit.Networking
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Figure 11. AirNFT service recovered information, which shows two wallet addresses that have
accepted the terms of use.

Figure 12. NFT information recovered.

Figure 13. HSTS.plist file shows used services within the app.

HSTS.plist
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Due to the use of the Pancakeswap service, which is used as a native decentralized
exchange to the BNB chain, we were able to recover the account information for Pan-
cakeswap within a file named https_pancakeswap.finance_0.localstorage within the
...\Library\WebKit\WebsiteData\LocalStorage path.

4.1.2. Trust Wallet

All Trust Wallet-related files were located in package \private\var\mobile\
Containers\Data\Application\65BFA36C-A34F-4791-8BA9-E7AE9561A454, unless oth-
erwise noted.

The Trust Wallet app creates a database called Cache.db that stores a lot of informa-
tion, and this database is sorted into the \Library\Caches\com.sixdays.trust folder.
For example, tables named cfurl_cache_response and cfurl_cache_response store
information-related responses to CFURL, where CFURL, according to the Apple Developer
website [67], helps programs and apps that rely on URLs to access resources, such as local
files. These tables were very useful for recovering the device ID that is needed to access
the device wallets. Furthermore, within the table cfurl_cache_response we were able to
recover the device ID used to create the wallets (see Figure 14). In addition, realm databases,
a lightweight object-oriented cross-platform database developed by MongoDB [68] as an
alternative to SQLite, were present in the app for wallets; however, they were all encrypted.
They are stored in the Documents\realm folder. In Section 4.2.2, we explain more about
these databases since the realm databases for wallets on Android were not encrypted.

Figure 14. Trust Wallet device ID within one of the HTTPS requests.

The folder Library\Caches contains many more crucial folders that contain impor-
tant data for investigators. Furthermore, the folder named com.onevcat.Kingfisher.
ImageCache.default contains all the cached images. The folder named com.apple.WebKit.
Networking contains information about HSTS along with the creation time and the expi-
ration time (see Figure 15 for an example of the HSTS.plist file). Moreover, the folder
named WebKit\Network\CacheVersion\16Blobs, which is still in the folder Caches, con-
tains blobs of all NFT images that were seen or cached by the phone.

After recovering the device ID used to create wallets and recover cached files, it is nec-
essary to recover the transactions that occurred on the phone. The \Library\Preferences\
com.sixdays.trust.plist file luckily contains preferences and information of the wallets
that the user initiated using the device (see Figure 16). It is important to note that this
plist file keeps a record of actions that were performed using the device; therefore, if the
user was using another device, the information could be missing. Each recovered action is
time-stamped using the UTC time.

Cache.db
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Figure 15. Example of the HSTS.plist file content.

Figure 16. The com.sixdays.trust.plist file that contains information of all transactions that happened
on the device.

HSTS.plist
com.sixdays.trust.plist
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As highlighted in the scenarios covered in Figure 6, several services were used within
the app. The file Cookies.binarycookies contains cookies and timestamps for the services
visited, and this file is stored in the folder Library\Cookies. Figure 17 illustrates an
example of a user-visit service (i.e., OpenSea.io) along with the session ID.

In the scenario, the AirNFT service was used to buy the NFT. Due to the fact
that AirNFT is an online website service within the app, its data were recovered
from the Library\WebKit\WebsiteData folder. This folder contains a subfolder named
LocalStorage, which stores local information about user web sessions. The file https_
app.airnfts.com_0.localstorage stores the AirNFT user ID (0xE689E84497c4560596a5
f888a053093DcDAEBd1D), which confirms that it was used and that the user has logged
into the service. This information can allow the investigator to link other online services,
such as AirNFT accounts, with the device user. Furthermore, another service was used
in the scenario, pancake swap, and information about this can be recovered from the file
https_pancakeswap.finance_0.localstorage-wal within the folder LocalStorage. In
the scenario, a 0.0148 BNB was swapped for 1 CAKE using the first wallet, and this infor-
mation is recovered with the https_pancakeswap.finance_0.localstorage-wal file. In
addition, other locally stored information can be found for other websites, such as opensea
(within the file https_opensea.io_0.localstorage).

Figure 17. OpenSea.io Session ID using the wallet address, showing that the user has used this
services sometime.

An interesting table named OperatingDates inside a database named observations.
db is located in the WebKit\WebsiteData\ResourceLoadStatistics folder, containing in-
formation that shows the days the user accesses the web interface in the app. There is
another table named ObservedDomains within the same database that holds information
about user-resent interactions with web domains within the app, along with the timestamps
of the most resent user interaction.

The notifications that were shown on the iPhone were recovered within a file
named DeliveredNotifications.plist that is stored in private\var\mobile\Library\
UserNotifications\26CA2BEC-EDCC-4B75-B781-2D90DB3AF426. Figure 18 shows the
amount in ETH that was received from the Robinhood wallet, which was sent to the iOS
trust wallet. Another notification can be seen in Figure 19, but this time it is a transaction of
a BNB transfer initiated by the user.
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Figure 18. The 0.0253707673 ETH that was received from the Robinhood wallet.

Figure 19. Notification showing the transaction of a BNB transfer initiated by the user.
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4.2. Android Analysis

In the course of our investigation, we followed the specified process and analyzed the
data left behind by the two mobile apps running on an Android 10 smartphone.

The DeviceIDs of the Trust Wallet and Metamask apps can be found in the system\
users\0\settings_ssaid.xml file. Figure 20 shows the recovery of the ssaid(s) that are used
as DeviceIDs for both the Trust Wallet and Metamask apps found in the file settings_ssaid.
xml. The importance of these DeviceIDs comes from the ability to use them to recover other
wallets that have previously been associated with the device. However, if the device is set to
factory reset, these ID numbers change. They can also be used to verify the wallet with the
device because the investigator can obtain the device model from the API response.

Figure 20. Recovered ssaid(s) for both apps.

4.2.1. Metamask

All files related to the Android Metamask app were found in package \data\io.
metamask, unless otherwise noted. The file named pref_store that is stored in the folder
\app_webview contains the timestamp of the installation of the app (see Figure 21).

Figure 21. App installation timestamp.

The row @MetaMask:walletconnectSessions within the table named catalystLocalStor-
age within the SQLite3 file named RKStorage in the path \databases contains the user-
connected wallet addresses (see Figure 22). The same information can be found in the
\files\persistStore\persist-root JSON file.
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Figure 22. The value recovered from the row (i.e., @MetaMask:lastIncomingTxBlockInfo) that contains
the user-connected wallets addresses and last time they were checked.

Furthermore, the persist-root JSON file contains 19 objects that hold many valuable
information. The addresses of the wallets on the app, balances, contacts, collectibles, and
cipher are examples of what can be recovered from the engine object within the JSON
persist-root file (see Figure 23). Moreover, the Metamask app allows the user to store
contacts which can be seen in addressBook in Figure 23). Other information on user accounts
and when they were imported into the device can be recovered within the engine object
inside the file persist-root (see Figure 24).

Figure 23. The persist-root file that contains valuable information, this Figure show the two wallets
addresses, contact address, collectibles, and cipher.

Figure 24. The persist-root file that contains valuable information; in this Figure we can see the
wallets import times, contract exchange rates, and assets.

@MetaMask:lastIncomingTxBlockInfo
persist-root
persist-root
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In addition, the file also stores the transactions that the user initiated using the devices
in descending order, and they can be seen in Figure 25. The first shows the swapping of the
BNB to Cake, the second shows the purchase of the NFT, the third shows the sending of
the NFT, and the last shows the transfer of money from the first wallet to the second (see
Figure 25).

Figure 25. Recovered transactions that happened within the device (last is showing first).

Privacy settings (shows approved services), bookmarks, resents, and browser are other
important objects in the persist-root JSON file (see Figure 26). The complete history of
user activity (e.g., sites visited and search keywords) in the app can be recovered from the
browser object. Other objects such as settings, alert, and the default fiat currency can be
recovered (see Figure 27).

Figure 26. Privacy settings, resents, and browser activity objects within the persist-root file.

persist-root
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Figure 27. Content of settings, set alerts, another transaction activity, and user settings within the
persist-root file.

The table named OriginalInfoTable, which is contained in the file app_webview\
Default\QuotaManager, contains the number of times the user opened the web services
within the app (see Figure 28). This is an important table because it stores all the web
services and the number of times the user has used them.

Figure 28. Number of times that the user opened the web services within the app.

In addition, app_webview\Default has a file named Cookies, this file is a database
that stores cookies. One of these cookie values has a relatively close location to where we
have populated the device (see Figure 29).

The swapping operation was performed in the Metamask app, and we were able
to recover detailed swapping information from app_webview\Default\LocalStorage\
leveldb\000003.log, which confirms and complements the information found within the
persist-root JSON file. This is a log file in the local storage of the app web view that
keeps activities. Figure 30 shows the BNB swapping for Cake, along with other information
for the transaction from 000003.log file.

persist-root
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Figure 29. Cookie values show geolocation.

Figure 30. The 000003.log within the Local Storage of the app web view that kept activities of swap
transactions.

The folder \cache\image_cache\v2.ols100.1 contains folders that have .png images
stored as .cnt extension, these images are for the cached images in the app. In addition,
folder \cache has other snapshots that the app took.

Additionally, the app provides white and black lists of phishing websites,
where the app pulls this information once configured. This information is ex-
tracted from https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/gh/MetaMask/eth-phishing-detect@master/
src/config.json?, and by navigating to one of the phishing websites, it provides the user
with a warning (see Figure 31). At the time of writing the investigation, the file contained
15 fuzzy lists, 1594 whitelists, and 1454 blacklist links (see Figure 32).

000003.log
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Figure 31. Metamask app warning to the user.

Figure 32. Metamask app recovered lists.

4.2.2. Trust Wallet

All Trust Wallet-related files were located in package \data\com.wallet.crypto.
trustapp, unless otherwise noted. \files is an essential folder for the Trust Wallet app.
This folder contains the two wallets created in the scenario Wallet m-2-1653501108488 and
m-2-1653424125494; all NFTs that are purchased or transferred into the app are stored here.
These two databases are named using their creation epoch time. In addition, the folder
\files contains all QR images generated using the app named as <WalletAddress>.png.

The file com.wallet.crypto.trustapp_preferences.xml located in the folder
shared_prefs has the names of the wallets, the creation time, and the addresses and
active coins within the wallets. Furthermore, the date of installation of the app was recover-
able from app_webview\pref_store. Furthermore, similar to what was recovered in the
iOS version of the app, we were able to recover the count of how many times the web ser-
vices/website have been accessed by the user of the app in a table named OriginInfoTable
within the following database app_webview\Default (see Figure 33).

Figure 33. Count of how many times the web services/websites have been accessed by the user.
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Additionally, due to the fact that the app uses webview and HTTPS requests, these are
cached and can be found in a folder called \cache. Furthermore, there is another folder
named image_manager_disk_cache that contains cached images. Crucial information that
points to the deviceID can also be recovered with the cache folder, which can be found in
the HTTPS requests (see Figure 34).

Figure 34. DeviceID recovered from a recovered HTTPS request.

Android and iOS file structures are different since the applications are developed
differently. Trust Wallet uses realm databases to store information about currencies and
wallets. However, the Trust Wallet app uses different database structures for Android
and iOS. In Android, there are four realm databases that store information about book-
marks, app configurations, general wallet information, and an encrypted database named
wallets_info. This allows investigators to obtain more information from Android devices.
On the other hand, iOS uses only two realm databases, which are encrypted.

When realm databases on iOS were examined, they were all encrypted; however,
this is not the case with the recovered realm databases named m-2-1653424125494 and
m-2-1653501108488, which contain information about enabled cryptocurrencies and their
addresses, transaction history, decentralized apps used, and owned collectibles (e.g., NFTs).
Figure 35 shows the different classes (tables) stored within the wallet m-2-1653501108488
realm database. In Figure 35, the table named RealmCollectiblesItem is opened and
we can see the NFT contract, ID, category, name, and image URL. Furthermore, Table
RealmAsset contains all the cryptocurrency coins that the user has with their balances (e.g.,
available, locked, frozen, stacked, rewards, and pending) wallet addresses, and if these
coins were manually added by the user. In addition, Table RealmTransaction, provides
detailed information on transactions, such as timestamp, amount, gas fees, and transaction
hash. With this information, you can use tools, such as Ciphertrace [69], to gain intelligent
insight into transactions.

Throughout the analysis of Trust Wallet, we came across ciphertexts, salt, and IV, but
were unable to decrypt these secrets. The assumption is that the salt and IVs found in the
files can be used to decrypt encrypted realm databases.

4.3. Uninstalling/Deleting the Apps

There is an increase in the use of anti-forensic measures to obstruct forensic investiga-
tions and alter evidence [70]. This has the potential to substantially alter the precision of
forensic investigations. Anti-forensic methods, such as those described in [71], should be
taken into account when dealing with digital evidence. In our scenarios, we simulate the
removal of artifacts by uninstalling the cryptocurrency wallets from the two phones after
taking the first forensic image and before taking the second forensic image.

Our investigation shows that even when the user uninstalls the applications, the
deletion of the Android deviceIDs is recorded in the log\settingsprovider.txt file.
Table 7 highlights the recovered format as an example log entry after uninstalling the apps.
From the investigation, we discovered that the device number is a very important piece of
information and can be used to access the wallet functions using the APIs of the app, as
seen in Figure 34.
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Figure 35. Wallet m-2-1653501108488 Realm database opened using Realm Studio software.

On the other hand, one can recover if the applications were installed on
the iOS device using the private\var\installd\Library\Logs\Mobile\Installation\
mobile\installation.log.1 file and one can recover uninstalled apps in the private\
var\installd\Library\Logs\Mobile\Installation\mobile\installation.log.1 file and
within the \private\var\db\diagnostics\log\data.statistics.0.txt file that shows pro-
cesses, records of memory rollovers, and file rotations (see Figure 36), showing an example of a
recovered memory rollover.

Figure 36. Example of a memory rollover recovered from logdata.statistics.0.txt.

m-2-1653501108488
logdata.statistics.0.txt
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Table 7. Full-device IDs recovered for cryptocurrency wallets in the Android OS.

App Name Schema

Trustapp <timestamp> SettingsState : deletesettingLocked() name : <Incremented number generated by the device>,
value : <DeviceID>, package : com.wallet.crypto.trustapp, default : <DeviceID>

Metamask <timestamp> SettingsState : deletesettingLocked() name : <Incremented number generated by the device>,
value : <DeviceID>, package : io.metamask, default : <DeviceID>

4.4. Digital Forensic Tools Evaluation

Unfortunately, none of the tools used in this investigation were practical in automati-
cally recovering the wallet ID, transactions, and NFTs associated with the two investigated
apps. As a result, we needed to search file-by-file for information within the apps pack-
ages. This led to the need to find a way to perform automatic recovery. Therefore, we
extend an open source tool that is well known by the digital forensics community, called
iLEAPP [20], to automatically recover important artifacts. Details on how we added new
modules to the tool are fully discussed in Section 5.

5. Proposed Tool

According to the authors in [72], it is difficult to obtain a complete picture of what
happened over a long period of time in digital investigations without event reconstruction,
which may be one of the most significant components to examine in forensic investigations.
However, due to the lack of automatic recovery of these transactions when it comes to
digital wallets utilizing the used digital forensics software (i.e. Magnet AXIOM, and
Autopsy), investigators are left with a large amount of files that they have to cross-examine
manually. Therefore, we developed a tool that can help investigators get a picture of the
transaction events that occurred on the phone.

The solution focuses on recovering transaction events to provide a complete picture of
the transaction using metadata and information extracted from the iOS and Android app
files, as well as the use of blockchain technology and data analytics.

As we discussed earlier in the paper, digital forensics tools do not have an automated
way to extract mobile crypto wallet-related information. To automate this step, we created
an artifact plugin for iLEAPP [20] as a proof of concept. With this artifact plugin, one can
automatically extract public wallet addresses and other artifacts that we discussed in the
paper. Figure 37 shows the result of the tool to recover information from the Metamask
app. Furthermore, Table 8 provides samples of API request parameters that can be used to
recover information.

The extension is a proof of concept that employs Open Source Intelligence (OSINT),
which is another method of unlocking the full potential of cryptocurrencies. The tool uses
data that are publicly stored on the blockchain to compare and verify transactions that
occurred on the phone. This allows investigators to differentiate between transactions that
involve the investigated device and transactions of the same wallet that occurred using
other apps or devices.

Since the blockchain has a public ledger, you can get more detailed information about
the wallets, including the other wallets to which the target wallet sent coins. This artifact
plugin can be extended to recover more information about the transactions made from the
recovered device by using HTTPS caches.
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Figure 37. Recovered Wallet addresses for the Metamask app in iOS.

Table 8. Examples of API requests from the Trust Wallet app and airnfts.com.

Usage URL Schema

Display the device type, app version, wallets
version, deice model, and default currency

(e.g., USD).

Available online: https://api.trustwallet.
com/v1/devices/<DeviceID>

Will display all wallets that were created using
this device along with information such as

phone wallet Id, accounts under that wallet,
coins with their wallet addresses, coins

blockchains.

https://api.trustwallet.com/v2/devices/
<DeviceID>/wallets

Will return details about transactions such as
receiver, transaction type, gas fee, and the

amount involving the requested asset type.

Available online: https://api.trustwallet.
com/v1/chains/smartchain/transactions/
<WalletAddress>?asset=c<AssetID>&since_
created_at=<EpochTimestamp>&version=3

Used to recover "token_id" and to get the URL
to the NFT.

Available online: https://api.trustwallet.
com/v1/collectiblessmartchain/

collections/<WalletAddress>/collection/
<ContractID>

Will display the wallet account in Airnft. Available online: https://app.airnfts.com/
creators/<WalletAddress>

6. Discussion

Digital forensic analysts, researchers, and investigators must employ an innovative
approach to analyze, report, and display their findings while conducting cyberforensic
investigations that include cryptocurrency wallets and transactions. To improve the report-
ing approach and provide assistance to expert witnesses and law enforcement, the forensic
procedures followed in the investigation of the mobile applications studied here have been
presented in detail. In addition, we have made a great effort to select the necessary software,
hardware, and other tools for this study so that they are straightforward to replicate.

airnfts.com
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Furthermore, our research examines devices using validated methods for the preserva-
tion and examination of evidence and the tried-and-true techniques provided in Section 3.
Therefore, other researchers in the law enforcement, private sector, and tool developers may
benefit from the contribution to the validation technique used in this work.

6.1. Forensics Artifacts

According to our research, although we know that databases can store crucial data
and information about user activity, our investigation directly led to the discovery that due
to the fact that Metamask and Trust Wallet apps use HTTPS requests, these apps cache and
store valuable information in the logs. Therefore, inspecting logs and web cached files by
the apps is critical and may lead to great findings. We noted that Transfer/Swapping has
two requests related to the transaction, where buy only has one HTTPS request related to
that transaction.

Moreover, even after deleting apps, it is possible to recover the wallet addresses that
were created or imported into the device using the DeviceID in the proper API request,
as discussed in this paper. In addition, we were able to recover some transactions in the
unallocated space of the phones using a combination of DeviceIDs and other unique words
(e.g., io.metamask, Metamasp.app, Trustapp, and Trust.app) as keywords to search the
entire image byte-by-byte (i.e., carving).

The increased popularity of cryptocurrency coins led some companies and stores to
accept cryptocurrency coins as a payment method. Furthermore, the popularity in mobile
wallets creates new challenges for mobile forensic investigators, and accepting cryptocur-
rencies as a payment method will also challenge forensic accountants. Especially in the
United States, cryptocurrency regulations are strict. To buy cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency
money services require identity verification. Therefore, these services will send the user
a confirmation email about their purchases. Artifacts, such as emails, can also reveal
information related to the time, type of payment, and origin of the cryptocurrency to the
investigator. It is significant to tie different artifacts to each other; therefore, we argue that
investigators should search for and connect the information found on the devices.

6.2. Security and Privacy Concerns

Blockchain technology has the potential to become a powerful tool that can improve
information security and privacy as a result of its immutability, decentralization, and
encryption at its core. These characteristics give blockchain technology its promise. In this
research, we look at technology from a different perspective. Although the main objective
of this study is to improve mobile forensics methods and investigations for new Web3
wallets, we also wanted to draw attention to privacy and security issues with the mobile
apps we examined.

The investigation (i.e., analysis and examination) revealed potential privacy and
security threats due to the many artifacts kept in plaintext that were not encrypted. We
were able to retrieve significant information from http-get requests issued by the apps due
to WebKit insufficient encryption implementation, which raises several questions about
the security and privacy of these wallets’ users. However, keywords (i.e., secret recovery
phrase) and private keys for wallets were encrypted in both apps tested in the study for
both phones. Although we were able to find information about the transactions and their
decentralized application history, crucial information such as keywords was encrypted. An
additional feature that the Trust Wallet provides in its applications is that the user cannot
take a screenshot of the screen when it is on the screen with the secret recovery phrase,
which is not provided in the Metamask app. It is always a good practice to search the
phone for saved or stored secret phrases in other apps such as notes.

In addition, the realm databases were found to contain valuable information for the
wallets and actions that were performed on the device. However, in our investigation, we
opened the realm databases with an open-source app named Realm Studio because the
digital forensic tools that we used, Autopsy and Axiom, were unable to open and process
these database files.
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As a result of using Realm Studio, we found that most of the realm databases on
the Android device were not encrypted, while on the iOS device, all the realm databases
are encrypted. In investigations, any evidence, such as that found in the Android realm
database, can help investigators in their decision making.

The growing wave of NFT is making NFT platforms increasingly popular. These
platforms allow their users to personalize their pages, including usernames and social
media accounts, etc. Although crypto wallet addresses are difficult to remember and
anonymous, NFT platforms can help law enforcement recover PIIs and link wallets to
online personalities. In the Metamask app on iOS, we were able to recover all of the NFT
history (i.e., transactions) of purchases, along with the previous owner information and
wallet addresses.

As essential as recovering the transactions, it is important to recover the visited services
that the user used in the app. According to [73], WebKitWebsiteData is a folder that stores
information that a certain website has transmitted to the client’s device. This technology
has its weaknesses and strengths, and in this research, we were able to recover a lot of
information from the WebKit.

Although HSTS is used to help prevent attacks on websites by implementing a policy
technique; however, it still left some traces that helped recover the websites/services used
in the app. In addition, cookies are similar to HSTS and have provided information along
with timestamps for the services visited.

6.3. Automatic Reconstruction

Manual event reconstruction takes a significant amount of time that investigators could
instead spend examining/analyzing the evidence. Thus, the tool created as an outcome of
this research has the ability to reconstruct transactions stored on the user’s mobile phone
and present them. Event reconstruction is necessary to track related transactions and can
facilitate relationships between transactions executed by the user.

6.4. Limitations

This research has some limitations. First, we did not include network traffic in the
study design. This is needed to investigate security and privacy concerns introduced to app
users as a result of their use. Second, analyzing HTTPS caches could cause discrepancies in
the automated tool if the applications change their APIs or the way they store the caches,
which means that any tool will require maintenance.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This research can be a great resource for future work on cyber forensics on blockchain
apps (e.g., Web3 crypto wallets). Blockchain technologies have found their way into many
fields and will continue to grow in a diverse selection of sectors. This drastically increased
the number of users who use blockchain technologies. Moreover, the increased popularity
of blockchain technologies has attracted the attention of many investors as well as criminal
organizations. Although everything seems transparent, techniques such as tumbling of
cryptocurrencies can make it difficult to find the origin of the assets.

The findings of this research provide researchers, practitioners, and law enforcement
with a roadmap for forensically analyzing and examining Web3 crypto wallets on mobile
devices. Furthermore, the investigation enables a deeper understanding of the Web3 crypto
wallet artifacts, which can be considered when recovered as significant sources of evidence
in many cases. Therefore, they can be used in conjunction with other relevant artifacts to
track cyber-financial activities of users.

As discussed earlier, the digital forensic tools used in this study do not automatically
target and extract Web3 wallet apps. Therefore, it is crucial to improve known digital
forensic tools and strengthen their ability to extract artifacts from Web3 applications.
Furthermore, our goal in the future is to extend the plugin by adding more features
and implement it in the Android version of the open source tool aLEAPP [74].
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